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Chapter 8 Measurement of Flow and Volume of Blood


O2 and nutrient concentration in cells  blood flow and change in blood volume 
blood pressure  ECG

8.1 Indicator Dilution Method That Uses Continuous Infusion
 Average blood flow over a number of heart beats
Concentration


Concentration of a quantity m0 in a volume V: C 



In a compartment without in and out flow: C 



In a compartment with in and out flow: C 

m0
V

m
V

dm
dt
dt and F  dV 
dV
C
dt
dt
dm

Fick Technique


Nontoxic cardiac output (CO, ~ 5 L/min) measurement by F 

dm

dt where
Ca  Cv

F  blood flow, L / min
dt  consumption of O 2 , L / min
Ca  arterial concentration of O 2, L / L
dm

Cv  venous concentration of O 2, L / L



Patient breathes through a spirometer with pure O2



Measure spirometer O2 consumption for dm dt




Venous blood sampling from the pulmonary artery (why ?) for Cv
Arterial sampling from any artery (why ?) for Ca
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8.2 Indicator Dilution Method That Uses Rapid Injection
Equation
 Rapid injection or bolus injection: Fig. 8.2
 Incremental volume dV passes the sampling site in time dt, then the quantity of
indicator in dV is dm and then dm  C (t )dV . Dividing by dt, we get

dm
dV
 C (t )
 C (t ) Fi . Therefore, dm  Fi C (t ) dt and m 
dt
dt


Replacing Fi with the average flow F, F 

z

m
t1

0

C (t )dt

z

t1

0

or F 

Fi C ( t )dt .

z

m
t1

0

[ C (t )]dt

.

Dye Dilution
 Colored dye: indocyanine green (cardiogreen), liquid (dilute with isotonic saline)
 Inert
 Harmless
 Measurable: optical absorption peak at 805 nm where optical absorption of blood
is independent of oxygenation)


Economical
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Always intravascular and 50% excreted by the kidney in the first 10 min (repeat
measurements are possible)




Injection through a catheter: pulmonary artery
Blood sampling using a constant-flow pump and colorimeter cuvette: femoral or
brachial artery




Dye concentration measurement: absorption photometry
Detection of shunt from dye dilution curve




Left-right shunt: earlier recirculation peak
Right-left shunt: abnormally short delay in the appearance of dye at sampling
site

Thermodilution


Bolus injection of cold saline: 0 C or room temperature, the most common method
for CO



Four-lumen catheter (Swan-Ganz catheter): inserted through the brachial vein and
can remain in the body for 24 h, no puncture of the artery



First lumen: doughnut-shaped balloon at the internal end of the lumen is inflated
by a gas from the syringe at the external end, flowing blood carries the catheter
from the right ventricle to the pulmonary artery



Second lumen: cold saline is injected into the right ventricle
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Third lumen: thermistor is located at the internal end of the lumen located in the
pulmonary artery and electrical wires through the lumen are connected to the
external temperature measurement circuit
Fourth lumen: used for blood sampling

Compute the flow F as CO, F 

z

0

Tb (t )dt

[m3 / s]

R|Q  V T  c  heat content of injectate, [J]
S|  blood density, [kg / m ]
Tc  specific heat of blood, [J / kg  K]
i

where

 b cb

Q
t1

i i i

3

b

b





Problems and sources of errors
 Inadequate mixing between the injection site and sampling site
 Heat exchanges between the blood and walls of the heart chamber
 Heat exchange through the catheter walls
Requires calibration using simultaneous dye-dilution for error compensation

8.3 Electromagnetic Flowmeters
 Measure instantaneous pulsatile flow of any conductive liquid including blood and
saline.
Principles
 Faraday's law of induction



z

L1



e



instantaneous velocity of blood [m/s], and L is the length between two electrode
in Fig. 8.3.
For a uniform magnetic field and a uniform velocity profile, e  BLu if three

0

u  B  dL

where B is the magnetic flux density [T], u is the

of them are orthogonal.
Real flowmeters



Vessel's cross section is not square and the electrodes are small  velocities near
electrodes contribute more  weighting function in Fig. 8.4.
For a laminar flow, velocity profile is parabolic and the flow meter measures the
(instantaneous) average velocity, u across the cross section. Volumetric
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(instantaneous) flow F  uA where A is the cross sectional area of the vessel.



For a turbulent flow around curves and branches of blood vessels, the measured
velocity contains errors.



Nonuniform velocity profile creates a nonuniform emf distribution and
circulating currents produce additional voltage drop.



Conductivity of blood changes with hematocrit and the shunting effect of the
vessel wall varies accordingly.



Conductive fluid outside the vessel wall produces more shunting effect.



B is not uniform in the transverse plane and axial direction  nonuniform B
creates circulating currents in the corresponding direction.
Calibration is recommended using a mock circulation with real blood, vessel,
graduated cylinder, and stop watch.
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DC Flowmeter
 Voltages at electrode-electrolyte interfaces drift with significant amounts compared
to the flow signal (even with non-polarizable electrodes)




ECG interference is larger than the flow signal and their BWs overlap
In the frequency range of interest (0 ~ 30 Hz), 1/f noise in the amplifier is larger
Not widely used

AC Flowmeter
 Ac magnetic field of about 400 Hz removes all problems of dc flow meter



 Lower frequency  bigger coil
 Higher frequency  stray capacitance problems
Phase-sensitive demodulation of ac flow voltage detects the flow direction (Fig. 8.5)



Transformer voltage induced on the shaded loop in Fig. 8.3.



New problem due to ac field and proportional to dB dt




A phantom electrode with a potentiometer can reduce the transformer voltage
Use gated signal as in Fig. 8.5 (sample flow signal when transformer voltage is
zero)





Use square-wave or trapezoidal excitation for ac magnetic field with gated signal
Use the quadrature-suppression circuit in Fig. 8.6 for the best results
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Probe Design


Electrode is usually made of platinum or platinized (electrolytic coating) for low
impedance






Electrode is recessed in a cavity
Most probes use magnetic core (perivascular probe in Fig. 8.7)
Probe size: 1 mm increment in the range of 1 ~ 24 mm
Difficult to use with the vein due to poor electrode contact when the vein collapses

8.4 Ultrasonic Flowmeter
 Measure instantaneous blood flow
 Measure flow profile
 Noninvasive transcutaneous measurements
Transducers
 Crystal material: piezoelectric (ex, lead zirconate titanate)


Thickness:  2 ( is the wavelength of ultrasound)



Cavity between the crystal and the tissue is filled with a fluid or gel to avoid high
reflective losses at a liquid-gas interface



Diffraction pattern or beam pattern in Fig. 8.8 (D is the transducer diameter)
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D2
4
12
. 
Far field: sin  
D
Near field: d nf 

Operating frequency: 2 ~ 10 MHz



Power decays exponentially along the depth due to heat absorption in the tissue
and the absorption coefficient is proportional to frequency, f



Back-scattered power (echo power or flow signal) is proportional to f4

Transit-Time Flowmeter
 Transducer configuration in Fig. 8.9
 Effective sound velocity in vessel = sound velocity (c) ± average blood velocity along
the single-line path of ultrasound ( u cos )
 For laminar flow, u  133
. u where u is the average blood velocity over the


cross sectional area
For turbulent flow, u  107
. u






Downstream (+) and upstream (-)
distance
D
Transit time, t 

conduction velocity c  u cos
2 Du cos
2 Du cos
Transit time difference, t  2
(between upstream and

2
2
(c  u cos  )
c2
downstream) in nanosecond range
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Measure t using short acoustic pulses



Works on exposed vessel  invasive

Kyung Hee Univ.

Works on any fluid without reflective mass

Continuous-Wave Doppler Flowmeter
 Doppler effect: if a target recedes from a fixed source of sound, the frequency of echo
f
u
where f d is Doppler frequency shift, f o is source
is lowered and d 
fo c
frequency, u is target velocity, and c is sound velocity



Doppler ultrasonic blood flowmeter in Fig. 8.10 requires reflecting targets such as
blood cells



Frequency shift occurs twice: "from transducer to cell" and "from cell to transducer"
fd
2u cos
2u cos
2 f u cos


( c  1500 m / s and u  15
. m / s) and f d  o
f o c  u cos
c
c



Doppler-shifted signal contains a band of frequencies (looks like a band-limited
random noise)





Cell velocities are different
A given cell remains within the beam-intersection volume for a short time
Some acoustic energy has different effective angle but still within the beamintersection volume




Tumbling of cells, turbulence, etc. cause different Doppler frequency shift
Usually, f d ~ 0.001 f o
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Continuous-wave Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter in Fig. 8.10



Noninvasive flow measurement from blood vessels within 1 cm from the skin



Impedance of crystal transducer at resonance  100  oscillator with low
output impedance



Input signal of RF amp contains large carrier signal and small (0.1%) Doppler
signal  low gain of RF amp




Detector: simple square-law device (ex, diode)  directional information is lost
HPF in AF amp: cutoff frequency ~ 100 Hz, removes large Doppler signal from
vessel wall motion




LPF in AF amp: cutoff frequency ~ 15 kHz, removes high frequency noise
Audio output: venous flow ~ low-frequency rumble, arterial flow ~ pulsatile and
high pitch



Zero-crossing detector: simple frequency-to-voltage converter, comparator with
hysteresis (signal-to-hysteresis ration, SHR ~ 7), AGC



LPF after zero-crossing detector: cutoff frequency is selected in the range of 0 ~
25 Hz, compromise between noise reduction and better reproduction of flow
pulse



Directional Doppler using quadrature-phase detector in Fig. 8.11 and 8.12
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Pulsed Doppler
Flow profile measurement: the delay between transmission and reception is proportional
to distance

Laser Doppler Blood Flowmeter

8.5 Thermal-Convection Velocity Sensors
Principles
 Convective cooling of a heated sensor due to local velocity


From experimental observations,

W
 a  b log u
T

where W is the power

dissipation, T is the temperature difference, u is the velocity, and a and b are
constant



Nonlinear with higher sensitivity for low velocities

Probes
 Catheter-tip probes in Fig. 8.13, some are directional


Glass bead with a thin strip of platinum deposition: low resistance (a few ) and low
sensitivity



Problems and errors




Unknown location of the sensor within vessel: center or wall
Effect of radial blood velocity
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Radial vibration of catheter (catheter whip)
For velocity profile measurement, use with a hypodermic needle

Circuit
 Problems with constant-current circuit
 Time constant of the sensor is a few tenth of a second: too long to achieve a
frequency response of 0 ~ 25 Hz
For better sensitivity at high frequency, high sensor current is required  fibrin
coats the sensor when flow is small and sensor temperature increases 5 C above
blood temperature
Constant-temperature sensor circuit in Fig. 8.14 overcomes these problems
 Null-balanced bridge
 High-gain negative feedback









Rt is used to compensate any change in blood temperature
Calibration using a sinusoidal-flow pump or a cylindrical pan of liquid rotating
on a turntable
Can also be used for the measurement of air flow in lungs using a heated platinum
wire in a breathing tube

b
R1

R2

Linearizer

+
Ru

o

Rt

Figure 8.14 Thermal velocity meter circuit. A velocity increase cools Ru, the velocitymeasuring thermistor. This increases voltage to the noninverting op-amp input, which
increases bridge voltage b and heats Ru. Rt provides temperature compensation.
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8.6 Chamber Plethysmography
 Plethysmography measures change in volume
 Flow can be computed from F 

dV
dt

Equipment
 Venous-occlusion plethysmography in Fig. 8.15
 Change of volume sensing
 Water rising in a calibrated tube
 Air pressure sensor
 In and out flow of air using pneumotachometer
Method
 Sequence in Fig. 8.16
 Calibration using a volume calibration syringe
 Apply venous-occlusion cuff at 50 mmHg (6.7 kPa)
 Apply arterial occlusion cuff at 180 mmHg (24 kPa) if chamber is short
 Arterial inflow increases the volume
 Blood volume reaches plateaus when venous pressure exceeds 50 mmHg
 Release cuffs
 Data analysis for flow and venous thrombosis
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8.7 Electric Impedance Plethysmography
 Simple and noninvasive
 Volume change of blood or air produces impedance change
 Unknown accuracy in many cases
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Principle
 Swanson's model of a cylindrical limb in Fig. 8.17
 Assumptions
 The expansion of arteries is uniform: may not be valid for patients
 Blood resistivity,  b does not change: in fact,  b decreases with velocity due
to cell alignment and motion




Lines of current are parallel to the arteries: true for most limb segments but not
for the knee
Formula




b L
where Zb is the shunting impedance due to the additional blood
A
volume of V
Zb 



V  L A 



V 

 b L2
Zb

  b L2 Z
Z

2

and Z  ( Zb || Z )  Z 

since

Z Zb
Z 2
Z 
Z  Zb
Z  Zb

1  Z
 2 for Z  Zb
Zb
Z

Operating frequency: around 100 kHz
 A current greater than 1 mA for better SNR: higher frequency for safety
 Skin-electrode impedance decreases by a factor of 100 between low frequency
and 100 kHz
 Easy to remove motion artifact
 Higher than 100 kHz causes problems with stray capacitances

Two and Four Electrodes
 Two-electrode method in Fig. 8.18
 High current density near current-injecting electrodes puts more weight on the
tissue there




Variable skin-electrode impedances of current-injecting electrodes are in series
with the tissue impedance
 Current density is not uniform in ROI
Four-electrode method in Fig. 8.18 and 8.19
 With high input impedance voltmeter, no current flows in voltage-sensing


electrodes  skin-electrode impedances are excluded in the measurement
Current density is uniform between two voltage-sensing electrodes
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Z1
Z2
i

=Z + Z

Z

Zi

Zv

Amp

Demod.

Z

=Z
+ 

Amp KZ

= Z

Z3

Sample and hold
Z4
Sample



Comparator
KZ > +10 V
or
KZ < -10 V?

0.1 s one shot

Figure 8.19 In four-electrode impedance plethysmography, current is injected through two outer
electrodes, and voltage is sensed between two inner electrodes. Amplification and demodulation
yield Z + Z. Normally, a balancing voltage b is applied to produce the desired Z. In the
automatic-reset system, when saturation of o occurs, the comparator commands the sample and
hold to sample Z + Z and hold it as b. This resets the input to the final amplifier and o zero.
Further changes in Z cause change in b without saturation.

Constant Current Source
 In Fig. 8.19, a shunting impedance Zi is due to stray and cable capacitance (at 100
kHz, 15 pF stray capacitance  | Zi | ~ 100 k)



Changes in Z1 , Z , and Z cause change in the amount of current in Z  not a severe
problem



Changes in Z1 , Z , and Z4 are small
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Careful design keeps Zi large enough



Z and Zi are 90 out of phase

Kyung Hee Univ.

Supply the current through a low-capacity transformer

Voltage-Sensing Amplifier
 Voltage amplifier must have a high input impedance
 A shunting impedance, Zv due to stray, cable, and amplifier capacitance  changes



in Z2 and Z3 cause change in amplifier input voltage  not a severe problem due to
the same reasons as above
Common-mode impedances may convert common-mode voltages to erroneous



differential-mode voltages  use a low-capacity transformer to between the voltagesensing electrodes and the amplifier to reduce common-mode and ground-loop
problems
Amplifier gain is usually small since the typical input voltage is a few tenth of a volt

Demodulation
 Amplifier output voltage is AM signal, that is, Av i ( Z  Z ) where the envelop
voltage proportional to ( Z  Z ) can be demodulated by any AM demodulator



 Envelop detector: diode and LPF
 Phase-sensitive demodulator: insensitive to noise and 60 Hz interference
Demodulator output is ( Z  Z ) and only Z contains useful information



Z is a large almost dc signal
Z is very small ac signal (may be 1/1000th of Z)

Method of Balance
 HPF with 0.05 Hz cutoff frequency: effective for pulsatile arterial changes but not
for venous and respiratory responses


Automatic balancing system in Fig. 8.19

Applications
 Electrodes placed on both legs: normal or abnormal pulsation of volume in each leg
 Venous occlusion impedance plethysmography: detection of venous thrombosis
 Impedance pneumography or transthoracic electrical impedance monitoring
 Electrodes on each side of the thorax (usually two spot electrodes)
 Accurate estimate of the ventilation rate
 Not so accurate estimate of the ventilation volume
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Widely used in infant apnea monitor to prevent SIDS
Removal of cardiogenic or motion artifact
Computer algorithms: pattern recognition, threshold crossing, adaptive threshold,
peak detection
Impedance cardiography
 Electrodes around the neck and around the waist inject current through the major
vessels connected to the heart (usually four band electrodes)
 Estimate of beat-to-beat changes in CO
 May not be accurate for very sick patients
Eight-electrode catheter in the ventricle
 Change in the measured impedance indicates change in ventricular volume and
CO
 Together with pressure measurement, pressure-volume diagrams are obtained
Estimates of body water and body fat
 Electrical impedances between limbs and trunk
Only 5 % of the total impedance between wrist and ankle is due to the trunk 
separate impedance measurement for arms, legs, and trunk is better
Electrical impedance tomography




N ( N  1)
independent measurements from N electrodes placed on the
2



Use




body surface
Compute an image of cross-sectional resistivity distribution
Noninvasive and unique but very poor spatial resolution

8.8 Photoplethysmography
 Light transmits through a capillary bed
 Changes in blood volume in the capillary bed due to arterial pulsation change the
absorption, reflection, and scattering of the light
 Simple and accurate estimate of heart rate but poor estimate of blood volume change
 Sensitive to motion and ambient light
Light Sources
 LED: GaAs, small, narrow band with peak at 940 nm
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Photosensors
 Phototransistor: Si, in light proof enclosures
Circuits
 HPF with 0.05 Hz cutoff: eliminates large dc baseline signal and detect small changes
due to arterial pulsation




Amplifier with a large gain
Quick restoration from saturation due to motion artifact

Applications
 Heart rate measurement
 Finger tip sensor
 Nasal septum sensor: terminal branch of the internal carotid artery, good correlation
with cerebral blood flow
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